Tim Wu Tries to Save the Internet

The scholar who coined 'net neutrality' fears a corporate takeover of the Web. Now he's in a position to fight that.
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WASHINGTON

Mid-February, Tuesday night, a downtown D.C. restaurant. Nursing a pint of Magic Hat in a back booth, Tim Wu struggles to make the transition from one of the loudest lives in academe to his new job as a quietly effective federal bureaucrat.

The Columbia Law School professor used to be his own boss, CEO of Tim Wu Inc. He made his name by coining the concept of "net neutrality," the notion that network operators shouldn't block or favor certain content. As an essayist based at Slate, he translated technology policy for popular consumption and chronicled an eclectic list of other obsessions: vintage Hondas and Mongolia, weight lifting and yoga, dumplings and hot springs. He broadened his audience this past fall with a sweeping new history of information empires, The Master Switch (Knopf). "He's on the cusp of being enormously influential," says his mentor, Lawrence Lessig, a Harvard Law School professor and copyright-reform advocate.
Maybe. But right now Wu is trying to be something else: boring. One day before this dinner interview, the 38-year-old professor reported for duty as a senior adviser at the Federal Trade Commission, a consumer-protection and antitrust-enforcement agency with a mandate to fight business abuses. So he clams up when I ask what must be on the minds of many tech lobbyists in town:

Which company scares you the most?

"I can't answer that question, now I'm in the FTC," Wu says. "I used to answer that."

It's the sort of Beltway dodge that's as natural as breathing to the suits in this white-tablecloth restaurant. But despite the agency badge tucked into his jacket, the tattooed, shaggy-haired, cowboy-boot-wearing scholar is not quite a member of their tribe. With a little prodding and one big caveat—"I don't represent the FTC in anything I say"—he looks up from his fish stew and deadpans a quietly barbed critique that is vintage Wu.

Apple and its chief executive, Steve Jobs, are the players "most interested in a complete paradigm shift" in computing, he says. They want to replace the chaotic freedom of personal computers with a new regime of controlled devices. (Picture the televisionlike iPad, with its strictly vetted App Store, and you get the idea.) It's a familiar rap to anyone who follows these geek debates, at least until Wu pivots to Plato.

"Plato suggested that the finest form of government was dictatorship run by geniuses," he says. "Jobs realizes that dictatorial rule, if done well, will be more popular than democracy."

Comparing the guy who sells iPads to a dictator? If that sounds like nutty rhetoric, it's grounded in serious fears about the future of the Web. Today's Internet is a hotbed of democracy and innovation, where a blogger can challenge The New
York Times and Twitter can come out of nowhere to change the world. But throughout modern history, Wu's book argues, every information industry has been hijacked by some "ruthless monopoly or cartel." It happened to the telephone. It happened to radio. It happened to film. Now, as all media converge on one network, Wu warns that "an unprecedented potential is building for centralized control over what Americans see and hear."

Already, a group of "new monopolists" seems to reign over whole regions of the Internet: Google in search, Apple in content delivery, Facebook in social networking. And the question is whether the Net, like new media of the past, will come to be "ruled by one corporate leviathan in possession of 'the master switch.'"

That's the breathless book-jacket version, anyway. The Master Switch came out in November to favorable reviews, but some tech writers have skewered it. Detractors note that Wu is only the latest in a line of legal academics to prophesy a looming "Digital Dark Age of Closed Systems," as one critic lampooned it. What the professor doesn't get, writes Fortune, is that his historical cycle "has been broken by digital technology."

Think of how many choices we now enjoy for telephone service or television channels, says Timothy B. Lee, an adjunct scholar at the Cato Institute who reviewed Wu's book for the popular blog Ars Technica. "The trend I see is more that the technology world has just been getting steadily more open since probably the 1970s," he tells me. "Things changed about the world several decades ago. Those earlier periods—it's not clear how relevant they are to the present."

As tech wonks debate his work, the more pressing issue is what might change now that Tim Wu has some power to directly shape government policy, not just public opinion. Should companies worry?
Hints at the answers can be found in a peculiar career that winds from Harvard Law School's vibrant cyberlaw scene to the trenches of Silicon Valley's Internet wars.

Late summer, the Nevada desert, a dust storm. Tim Wu approaches a strange structure that he can't quite make out. *Is that what I think it is?* To his disbelief, it is. Somebody has built a gigantic replica of the board game Mousetrap.

No, this isn't a hallucination. It's Burning Man, a countercultural arts festival that Wu has attended six times, and that he seems to consider a more congenial dinner-conversation topic than Apple. For one week, he explains, tens of thousands of burners camp out. Rules forbid buying or selling anything, with two exceptions: coffee and ice. Freed from commerce, the merry residents of this prehistoric lake bed give gifts and make art and party. Also, they dress up: Professor Wu morphs into a blue bear. The whole experience feels like "living science fiction," he says appreciatively. "It blurs the edges of what you think is possible."

You could say the same about his aggressively nonlinear career.

"He's not a conventional academic-type person or lawyer-type person," says Richard A. Posner, the federal-appeals-court judge and University of Chicago lecturer, who employed Wu as a clerk. "He's more adventurous and imaginative—original."

Those traits were nurtured outside Toronto, where Wu's scientist parents sent him to a nerdy, self-directed alternative school. His father, a secretive partisan in the fight for Taiwanese independence, gave him a model for fusing science with activism. His British mother gave him an Apple II, the primitive machine that would transform personal computing into a mass phenomenon and furnish geeky suburban kids with a powerful vehicle for mischief. One of Wu's classmates from
those days, the science-fiction author and journalist Cory Doctorow, recalls epic weekends pranking people on dial-up bulletin boards. "We were deliberatively argumentative and belligerent," he says.

Wu considered following his folks into science. But after studying biochemistry at McGill University, he impulsively applied to law school and got into Harvard. In his second year there, he took a class that changed his life.

"The Law of Cyberspace" was taught by an obscure visiting professor with a taste for black jeans and tiny glasses: Lawrence Lessig. This was 1997, before Google's founders had even set up shop in their Silicon Valley garage. The Internet's possibilities seemed wide open. But Lessig would soon gain fame preaching an apocalyptic future. His 1999 book, *Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace* (Basic Books), warned that precise regulations were necessary to prevent business and other special interests from controlling the Net.

In class, Wu stuck out as a "character" even then, says Jonathan Zittrain, a Harvard Law School professor who helped Lessig teach that course. Some students are reliably doctrinaire. "With Tim," Zittrain says, "you never quite know what he's going to say." (I can vouch for this. During one of our conversations, Wu mentioned that he buys his shoes in Argentina. You go there, he said, "and you remember how to be a man." He did not go into detail.)

After law school, Wu decided to continue his technology education—up close. So he did something odd, at least for someone who could have punched his ticket to the legal establishment. He cut loose for Silicon Valley.

The week after our Washington dinner, Wu returns to a different Cambridge classroom. The FTC adviser is back in town to lead a colloquium on *The Master Switch* at MIT's famous Media Lab.
It's a challenging audience for this dark tale of monopolies past, because few places are more relentlessly focused on the future. The lab feels like a slice of Silicon Valley on the Charles River: an expensive playground for adults, where young researchers in jeans and sneakers balance coffee cups on laptops as they pad around among projects devoted to personal robots and new ways of watching TV.

Wu does his best to engage 40 of these futurists with nothing but a marker and a whiteboard. A child of the Net's utopian youth, he built *The Master Switch* around one question: "Have we been here before?" His answer—a theory of evolution for information industries—emerges in a formula on the board.

He calls it "the Cycle."

The Cycle begins with the birth of a new technology that swallows an industry. First this disruptive innovation must face what Wu dubs the Kronos Effect. In Greek mythology, Kronos is warned that one of his kids will dethrone him; he responds by eating them. Dominant companies, too, try to control or destroy innovations. Sometimes it works, as when the radio industry enlisted the government's help to launch television as a replica of radio. Other times it doesn't, as when the telegraph network failed to devour the telephone.

Wu draws an arrow to another word: OPEN. This is the next phase. The disruptive technology has reached the market. The result is a period of competition, utopianism, and innovation.

Think radio in the 1920s. Broadcasting, as Wu portrays it, was as accessible to amateurs as blogging is today.

Radio manufacturers created stations, sure, but so did poultry farms, newspapers, churches, colleges, hotels. The craze spawned grand notions about virtual communities alleviating society's ills. People would be liberated; discourse,
"The people's University of the Air will have a greater student body than all our universities put together," said Alfred N. Goldsmith, RCA's director of research, in 1922. Film in the 1910s and the Internet in the 1990s shared similar qualities.

If your attention is drifting a bit by now, you aren't alone. I count three people who fall asleep during Wu's talk. His writing is dramatic, but his demeanor is not. He tends to press his lips together and smile slightly at the corners of his mouth. When asked a question, his eyes drift, and his mind seems to momentarily disappear from the room. As for his lecturing voice, it has two settings: calm, and slightly less calm.

Wu presses on, still calm, to the critical tipping point. The uncontrolled new industry gains the attention of a "strong man." The professor shifts to slightly less calm as he mimics this would-be Information Baron's pitch for a new order. This technology is promising, but it could be better. It's too chaotic. Not safe enough. Poor quality. I will offer you a fundamentally different, more secure, more polished product.

On the back of that product is born an information empire, or monopoly, or oligopoly, Wu says.

Long story short: AT&T got its monopoly. Radio tipped that way in the 1930s. Same with Hollywood movies. The problem, Wu argues, comes when this golden age of early monopoly gives way to something uglier. Once information empires take root, he says, they tend to grow stagnant, corrupt, and abusive.

Silicon Valley gave Wu an inside view of a more modern form of abuse. He worked as marketing director for a company that sold devices to control what content traveled over the Internet and at what speeds. Its biggest client: the Chinese government.
"I used to work basically for the other side," Wu once told Congressional staffers. "My job, in the old days, was to try and sell clients on the merits of a controlled and discriminatory Internet."

In other words, to violate the principle he would soon invent: network neutrality.

Net neutrality was "a simple idea with powerful implications," Evgeny Morozov writes in a recent *Boston Review* essay about *The Master Switch*. Customers benefit because they get the same treatment whether they're streaming movies or video-chatting. "And it is also good for Netflix, Skype, and other companies that have grown using an Internet infrastructure they do not own and have been able to innovate without worrying about shifting rules of the road."

Net neutrality was also good for Tim Wu, who became a sensation after coining the phrase in a 2003 journal article. Over the next few years, the media-reform group Free Press made him its chairman. Google brought him in as an unpaid fellow. Lawmakers consulted him. Reporters hounded him. Groupies fawned over him.

Yes, groupies.

In 2006, some Columbia kids staged a skit spoofing what goes through the minds of Wu's female students. "Is Tim asking me whether I want to have his baby?" one wonders, according to *The New York Observer*‘s description of a video of the performance, which was posted on YouTube. "I only took this class so I could stare at him," thinks another. And: "Ain't no other man but Wu."

(The professor is married to a Columbia Law School fellow, Kate Judge, who, like Wu, clerked for both Posner and Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer. The couple honeymooned in Antarctica.)
Wu raised his profile further with a 2006 book that explored some of the same underbelly of Internet manipulation that he came to know in Silicon Valley. Co-written with Jack Goldsmith, a Harvard Law professor who served in the Bush administration, *Who Controls the Internet?* showed how governments were increasingly asserting their power over the Web.

All this time in the spotlight was heady stuff, considering the more typical academic-career trajectory: hole up in a building, get tenure, and only later, maybe, emerge as a public intellectual. Also something of "a very dangerous strategy," Lessig told the *Observer*, in the "jealous and small-minded business" of being an academic.

"You typically don't place yourself in the public's eye like this at this stage of your career," Lessig tells me. "But on the other hand, it's a thin field. There's not a lot of 55-year-olds who know anything about this business. So if you're gonna turn to anybody, you're gonna turn to kids."

One of the kids at Wu's MIT lecture pops the obvious question: So now that you're in the FTC, do you have any idea, near-term, what you're going to do?

Wu backs away. He's a bit cagey on this now. But in an earlier phone interview, shortly before he joined the FTC, before *The Wall Street Journal* screamed that "Silicon Valley has a new fear factor," he was more expansive. He described the FTC as an agency that had been "quieted during the Bush years almost to the point of nonexistence." He said his goal in joining it was to help "reinvigorate the role of a public counterforce to private power."

"I would hope to instigate or encourage a look at industries I'm particularly familiar with, like the information industries," he added, "and see what it would mean to have meaningful oversight over those."
The big new questions will revolve around the dominant platform owners now battling for the future of the Web, Wu predicted during another conversation. At what point does a company like Apple or Google or Facebook repeat the mistakes of Microsoft? When does their power trigger antitrust or privacy laws?

In the class at MIT, Wu floats some hypothetical ways you could fight abuse. One would be creating mechanisms that are "something like term limits for monopolists. In theory, the government could say, 'Well, this company has clearly shown it's corrupt. ... So let's just nationalize their source code.'"

In practice, what actually happens may be less draconian. One peek at things to come could be a 2009 FTC lawsuit that extracted a settlement altering business tactics at Intel. Under that deal, the company agreed not to use threats or discounts to hinder computer makers from purchasing its rivals' chips. The case was also significant, legal observers noted, because it signaled the FTC's attempt to widen the scope of antitrust enforcement through a unique legal tool at its disposal.

The combination of that power and Tim Wu's arrival at the agency should put a company like Apple "on much higher alert," says Joshua D. Wright, an assistant professor at George Mason University School of Law who served as an FTC scholar-in-residence during the Bush administration. "I do think that that raises the likelihood of suit—by no means makes it a foregone conclusion."

Multiple business practices at Apple have already caught the FTC's attention, including a new subscription model for media outlets that want to sell their content on the iPad and iPhone. Apple's rules force publishers to give the company a 30-percent cut. They also block media outlets from steering readers from the iPad app directly to the outlets' own Web sites, where they might buy the content for less.
Pull back a bit, though, and Wu's agenda appears far more sweeping than cases like that. In *The Master Switch*, he proposes a "Separations Principle" dividing those who produce information, those who control the networks that disseminate it, and those who control the tools through which it is accessed. In Morozov's reading, such a split could refashion much of the information economy. "Apple won't be able to sell music and video via iTunes; Amazon to manufacture Kindles and publish books; Google to display search results to its own nonsearch services in its own browser," Morozov writes.

And that's problematic, he argues, because Wu fails to make a convincing case that Apple, in particular, is dangerous enough to warrant its subjection to such a policy. Steve Jobs may run the world's most valuable technology company, but his Apple empire is not the AT&T monopolist of Wu's book. The phone company once commanded the only network open to innovators whose work could have brought the Internet to the public well before that finally took place. "Apple's centralized approach to innovation becomes problematic only if Apple is the sole supplier of mobile phones or MP3's or tablets: not impossible, but hardly on the horizon," Morozov writes.

As you'd expect, Wu's corporate targets also don't think much of his policy prescriptions. James W. Cicconi, AT&T's senior executive vice president for external and legislative affairs, says Wu is "very good at proposing solutions that are to problems that don't exist."

But Cicconi's leave-industry-alone stance also finds some sympathy from one of Wu's great teachers, Richard Posner. The judge, a mediator in the Microsoft antitrust case, says that the communications business changes so fast that "it's not clear that anyone really has a monopoly."
"The argument against trying to regulate this business," he says, "is that there really is nothing these firms can do to prevent technological change that can undo what looks like a really secure monopoly."

Back at the restaurant in Washington, I press Wu a bit more on the future. What happens if your nightmare comes to pass? What's your science-fiction-like vision of what the Internet might look like?

You can imagine a world where a few people are once again the anointed creators, he responds, and the rest of us spend our time watching what they produce. Say Apple becomes the dominant platform. Want to start a new company? They decide which companies are good. People like blogs? OK, we'll have auditions for bloggers. Newspapers? Maybe we'll have two of them, one liberal and one conservative.

Then he tells me another story, one from the past. It's sometime around the early 2000s. Craigslist is young. Strangers trust it. Wu, then living in San Francisco, posts an ad: "Who wants to climb Mt. Shasta next week?" Three people answer, and he climbs the volcano with one of them.

"We may look back at this era, the last 15, 20 years, as that early utopian, exciting era of the open Internet," he says.

"I've been happy to be alive during the Internet revolution. And I hope I will not live to see its death."

Marc Parry is a staff reporter for The Chronicle.